NOTES:

1. The maximum drainage area per filter shall be no more than 0.8 hectares (2 acres).

2. The filter bag shall be manufactured from UV resistant polypropylene, nylon, polyester, or ethylene fabric with a minimum tensile strength of 50 lbs per lineal foot, an equivalent opening size not greater than 20 sieve and with gallons/minute/sq ft.

3. The filter bag may be suspended from or held in place on existing inlet grate (or other approved method). Providing no modification or damage shall be done to the inlet grate or frame. The inlet grate shall not be caused to rest more than 13 mm (0.5 in) above the inlet frame (see detail A).

4. The filter bag may extend to the bottom of the inlet box provided the outlet pipe is unobstructed.

5. Flows shall not be allowed to bypass the bag. The bag or its frame shall catch flows at all sides of the inlet, except as shown for flood release.

6. Inlet filter bags shall be inspected weekly and after each rainfall during the wet season and monthly during the dry season. Sediment and debris shall be removed before accumulations have reached one third the depth of the bag. Bags shall be repaired or replaced as soon as damage occurs.